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Established in 1975 and operating under its current name since 1977, with an annual production capacity 

exceeding 130.000 metric tons, Aluminij has been Bosnia and Herzegovina’s largest exporter. As a pillar 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s manufacturing base and overall economy, the aluminum industry, led solely 

by Aluminij Factory, supports thousands of high-quality manufacturing jobs and related businesses.

With its state of the art equipment, strategic location and well-developed roads, railways and seaport 

lines, Aluminij is positioned as a leading European aluminum manufacturer with access to the European, 

Middle Eastern and Asian markets. Today, being part of M.T. Abraham Group, Aluminij is once again

becoming a Global Aluminum Leader.

Our wide-ranging partnerships include the leading names in the aluminum industry; Glencore

International AG, Outotec GmbH, Hydro Aluminium Deutschland GmbH, Wagstaff, Hertwich,

Riedhammer GmbH, Glama, Buss AG, Fives Solios, Eubrowheels S.A. and others. We are able to maintain 

these productive partnerships by consistently producing high quality aluminum products which are 

among the world’s best. Globally dispersed, our international partners, customers and suppliers, create a 

stable and firm network of alliances, enabling Aluminij to be a leading player in the global aluminum industry.

COMPANY OVERVIEW





Aluminij's biggest asset is the extensive experience and expertise its employees have gained over decades 

and which has been meticulously documented and preserved. From laboratories experts to production 

lines workers, generations of families have been devotedly working at Aluminij, creating its heritage, 

values and know-how.

Over the years Aluminij has received many international awards and recognitions for the quality of

product, services and innovations, development or introduction of new technologies, management

efficiency, economic stability and reliability, introduction and certification of quality management system,

environmental protection and workplace humanization.

COMPANY OVERVIEW



Expected Average for 2021-2025

Facilities Area

1,000,000sqm
Production Capacity

83,400T
Employees affected directly

and indirectly by Aluminij

10,000
Employees

278

Export Volume

100%
Export & Import

Destinations

24
Years of Operation

45



1992

Production at Aluminij stopped, as parts of the 

factory were destroyed during the war

1990

Aluminij was separated from Energoinvest 

Sarajevo, keeping its name “Aluminij Mostar”

1977

The Alumina factory and Bauxite mines merged 

to form “Aluminij Mostar"

1969

-Energoin״ merged with ״Bauxite Mines Mostar״

vest Sarajevo״ Focuses on aluminum production

1991

Aluminij has become the leading aluminum 

producer of Bosnia and Herzegovina

1987

Aluminij factory becomes the largest exporter 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina

1975

Alumina production starts in the new 

Alumina Factory

1945

is established ״Bauxite Mines Mostar״

TIMELINE



2009

With multimillion global deals, Aluminij becomes 

a major economic growth driver for the region

1999

Strategicaly located, Aluminij Mostar is positioned 

as a leading European aluminum manufacturer

1996

Aluminij signs its first contract after the war

2020

As part of M.T. Abraham Group, Aluminij Mostar is regaining 

its position as a leading global aluminum manufacturer

2002

A comprehensive modernization of Aluminij’s 

production facilities has been completed at

a cost of 250 million Euros

1997

Production at Aluminij is resumed

1995

Extensive efforts of Aluminij employees to 

restore and reopen the factory





100% M.T. ABRAHAM GROUP

ALUMINIJ INDUSTRIES D.O.O.
SHAREHOLDERS

mtabraham.com

THE SHAREHOLDERS
Since 2004, M.T. Abraham Group, the sole shareholder of Aluminij Industries d.o.o., has been committed to 

providing its global partners with holistic solutions and efficient operations. With vast experience within the 

industrial spectrum and a global reach, M.T. Abraham Group strives to promote responsible corporate actions 

while maintaining its business and ethical values. Through innovation and respect we achieve our global business 

goals and ensure the success of our Group and its partners.

M.T.  Abraham  Group's investment analysts focus on identifying projects within our primary scope of emerging 

and growing markets that translate into successful and long-term income generating projects, while maintaining a 

risk management approach which seeks to protect our partners' and our capital by hedging against market risk.

Equipped with extensive and diverse experience and top international management skills, M.T. Abraham Group's 

team provides a deep and holistic analytical approach to every project we undertake and offers creative financing 

solutions while minimizing capital risk.

M.T. Abraham Group has long-term international business relations with partners, customers and suppliers, 

creating a stable and extended network of alliances in more than twenty countries.

Our group's networking and first-class reputation ensures Aluminij remains one of the leading manufacturer in the 

global aluminum industry and the successful introduction of Aluminij's products to new markets around the world.

https://mtabraham.com/


China Machinery Engineering Corporation

Established in 1978 and listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2012, China Machinery Engineering Corporation 

(CMEC)'s controlling stake is now owned by China National Machinery Industry Corporation. The core business of 

CMEC is engineering contracting, but as a large international conglomerate, it also extends into trade, investment, 

R&D and international services. Through years of innovation and development, CMEC became an international brand, 

with business interests in more than 150 countries and regions across all five continents.

cmec.com

China Nonferrous Metal Industry's Foreign Engineering & Construction Co. Ltd

Since its establishment in 1983, China Nonferrous Metal Industry’s Foreign Engineering and Construction Co., Ltd. 

(NFC) has committed itself to project contracting and nonferrous metal resources exploitation throughout the global 

market. NFC was listed on Shenzhen Stock Exchange (code 000758) on April 16, 1997 and is currently listed on the 

Shenzhen 100 Stock Index and Shanghai-Shenzhen 300 Composite Index. NFC’s business covers a wide spectrum of 

nonferrous metal project execution including engineering, consultancy, equipment supplies and installation, technical 

service, commissioning and personnel training.

nfc.com

OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS

http://en.cmec.com/
http://www.nfc.com.cn/en/index.aspx
http://www.nfc.com.cn/en/index.aspx
http://en.cmec.com/




39% TRANSPORTATION

14% CONSTRUCTION
8% ELECTRICAL

21% PACKAGING

8% ENGINEERING

CONSUMER DURABLES 4%
6% OTHERS

ALUMINUM APPLICATION
MAIN INDUSTRIES

Source: HARBOR, Aluminum, March 2019





67.4% CHINA

4.4% OTHER COUNTRIES

NORTH AMERICA 13.7%

ASIA (EXC. CHINA) 7.3%

LATIN AMERICA 1.9

EUROPE 5.3%

GLOBAL ALUMINUM CONSUMPTION

Source: NRCAN, 2018





Through the use of new technology and investment in employees, Aluminij has constantly improved its product

quality. This includes a comprehensive IT system upgrade, quality control processes and cutting-edge environmental 

protection technologies. Workplace safety continues to be central to everything we do, and by adopting new

procedures and comprehensive awareness programs, we have developed an outstanding safety record that

exemplifies modern production methodology.

y the end of une , the first comprehensive moderni ation project for Aluminij actory had been completed.

At a cost of 250 million Euros, this visionary project brought in new technologies and introduced production upgrades 

that increased output, efficiency and quality. With its impressive technological solutions this state of art equipment 

significantly reduces noise levels and dust emissions in the workspace and the wider environment.

n , the Green Anode lant was moderni ed and a new vacuum vibrocompactor, a patent from Outotec, was

installed. This was followed by the construction of a new anode furnace by Riedhammer, the world's leading Kiln Plant 

manufacturer and the replacement of the old ume Treatment lant by a new one, based on the adsorption of the 

anode furnace exhaust gases on the alumina surface.

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES





A crucial improvement that was introduced to Aluminij's production process is the use of ultrasonic testing, which is an 

indispensable component of quality inspection for aluminum extrusion billet and forging stock. Testing of cast billets 

for center cracks and cavities has been standard practice in aluminum cast houses for many years, however, usually 

with portable hand-held UT equipment, which means only random checks are made. For the production of highly 

stressed components, particularly for the aircraft and automotive industries, reliable examination of all billet material 

used is mandatory. Ultrasonic testing should be performed directly after casting to avoid costly further processing of 

faulty material.

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES





44. OFFICES

45. CATHODE IRRIGATION

46. ANODE IRRIGATION

47.IRRIGATED ANODES WAREHOUSE

48. ANODE BAKING

49. RAW AND BAKED ANODE WAREHOUSE

50. RAW ANODE PRODUCTION

51. TRANSFORMER STATION

52. TRANSFORMER STATION

53. FUEL TANK RO1

54. PRODUCTION HALLS IRDIR

55. TECHNICAL VEICHELS SERVICE TGM

56. FIRE STORAGE

57. ACETYLENE STATION

58. COMPRESSOR STATION

59. OIL AND LUBRICANT STORAGE

60. WHITE FILTRATION

61. ENERGY PLANT

62. WHITE FILTRATION

63. RED FILTRATION

64. HYDRATE STORAGE

65. SODA STORAGE

66. RED SLUDGE DRAINAGE

67. DECANTING

68. CRUDE OIL WAREHOUSE

69. RESTAURANT TGM

70. ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING IRDIR

71. WARDROBE TGM

72. LABORATORY

73. ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING TGM

74. INPUT BLOCK TGM

75. GREEN AREA WORKSHOPS

76. GREENHOUSE

77. REPAIR HALLS AUTOTRANS

78. ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING AUTOTRANS

79. GAS STATION

80. BAUXITE SCALE

81. BAUXITE LANDFILL

82. BAUXITE CRUSHING

83. ENERGY PLANT

84. CHEMICAL WATER PROCESSING

85. EVAPORATION

86. DISSOLUTION OF BAUXITE

87. GRINDING BAUXITE

88. RECEIPT OF BAUXITE

1. ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING

2. INPUT BLOCK

3. BUILDING R. Z.

4. DEDICATED WAREHOUSE

5. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE BUILDING

7. TECHNICAL VEICHLE SERVICE

8. SUBSTATION

8A. INPUT TRANSFORMERS

8B. RESERVES OF OIL

9. CRAFT WORKSHOPS

10. SERVICE WAREHOUSE

11. OFFICES

12. WARDROBE

13. FIRE RESISTANT WAREHOUSE ZENICA

14. COVER STORAGE

15. BATHROOM REPAIR

16. CRANE REPAIR

17. ELECTROLYSIS HALLS A4 and A3

18. ELECTROLYSIS HALLS A1 and A2

19. DUPLEX

20. FILTRATION CENTER 1

21. FILTRATION CENTER 2

21A. COMPRESSOR STATION

21B. N. COMPRESSOR STATION

22. CLEANING POTS TAL

23. TECHNICAL SERVICES BUILDING

24. WARDROBE AND RESTAURANT

25. SLAG PROCESSING

26. CAST HOUSE

27. WATER TOWER

28. WATER TREATMENT

29. CATHODE WASTE LANDFILL

30. RED SLUDGE LANDFILL

31. RETENTION POOL

32. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

33. TAX OFFICE WAREHOUSE

34. CUSTOMS GATE

35. FIRE BUILDING. ZENICA

36. WINE CELLAR

37. GARDEN

38. TRANSFORMER STATION

39. SPARE PARTS WAREHOUSE

40. WAREHOUSE OF REPROMATERIALS

41. RESIN STORAGE

42. ENTRANCE CONTROL BUILDING

43. TGM REPROMATERIAL WAREHOUSE

DISPOSITION OF ALUMINIJ
FACTORY FACILITIES IN MOSTAR
L E G E N D :





PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
Our factory uses primary ingots and pure scrap wires of 99.7% purity to cast aluminum billets for production according to international standards and the 

chemical composition specifications requested by our long-lasting customers. The quality of Aluminij billets is guaranteed and enhanced by auxiliary equipment 

such as spectrum analyzer, online hydrogen degassing system, hydrogen detectors, ultrasonic billet testers and homogenization furnaces. Materials are tested 

in our laboratory before they enter the production process, thus ensuring exclusive use of flawless materials. Our production and testing processes are 

optimized on an ongoing basis and Aluminij’s laboratories provide an in depth chemical spectrum analysis of alloy composition spark test for each billet 

produced, to ensure maximum accuracy. Aluminij’s 6XXX series billets are produced by semi-continuous vertical casting using Wagstaff technology – Air Slip, 

and are intended to be further extruded into profiles, bars and tubes of different shapes and applications.

Wagstaff billet casting systems are the foundation of our high-quality billet production. The options are virtually endless, with diameters available from 152 to 

254 mm and strand counts from 36 to 68 billets per drop. Hundreds of alloy compositions have been proven on Wagstaff casting systems and the limits are 

continually stretched with new common and aerospace alloy development taking place in Wagstaff’s production-scale R&D cast house laboratory. 

The Wagstaff Air Slip Air Casting Technology produces the highest quality billets, known for their smooth surface finish, small shell zone and uniform – grain 

structure – the world standard for billet quality.





Green anodes

130,000

A   B   C   D   E

Baked anodes

70,000

A   B   C   D   E

PRODUCTION CAPACITY T/YEAR

1.450x700x560mm

1.100x750x540mm

1.500x500x520mm

1.445x700x560mm

1.550x700x600mm

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

Type E

PRODUCTION PROGRAM

* Anodes are produced for internal use only

In addition to anodes, anode cover material (ACM ) is also produced

Production of anodes of other dimensions is also possible

Anodes blocks are used as electrodes for liquid aluminum obtaining by 

electrolysis of alumina.

ANODES
OUR PRODUCTS





152 178 203          228          254

 49 67.2         87.3          110          137

Diameter (mm)

Weight (kg/m)

Billets are produced by semi-continuous vertical casting using Wagstaff 
technology – AirSlip (Air Casting Process). They are intended to be
further extruded into profiles, bars, and tubes of different shapes and
applications. They can also be used for production of electrical conductors. 
Maximum casting length of billet is 7 meters with diameters as shown in 
the table. Materials from which they are casted include wrought alloys, 
with chemical composition prescribed by international standards.

BILLETS
OUR PRODUCTS





363 x 1.355

510 x 1.060

510 x 1.120

510 x 1.200

510 x 1.310

510 x 1.370

510 x 1.490

510 x 1.560

510 x 1.680

520 x 1.540

1.320

1.410

1.490

1.600

1.745

1.840

1.985

2.100

2.260

2.150

Thickness x width (mm) Weight (kg/m)

Slabs are produced in 1XXX, 3XXX, 5XXX and 8XXX series.

Slabs are produced by Wagstaff-LHC technology (Low Head Composite 

Casting Process) by the vertical, semi-continuous casting on modern

equipment with the efficient liquid metal refining units. They are used for

rolling into plates, sheets strips and foil. Casting materials include aluminum 

and wrought aluminum alloys, with chemical composition prescribed by the 

international standards, as well as per customer’s request.

SLABS
OUR PRODUCTS





Utility companies have used aluminum wire for electrical

transmission in power grids since the late 1800s to the early 1900s. It 

has cost and weight advantages over copper wires. Aluminum wire in 

power transmission and distribution applications is still the preferred 

material today. Aluminum provides a better conductivity to weight 

ratio and therefore is also used for wiring power grids, including 

overhead power transmission lines and local power distribution lines, 

as well as for power wiring of airplanes.

WIRE
It is produced by process of continuous casting and rolling with Clesim 

technology, with 9.5mm diameter and weighing between 

1,000-1,400kg per coil. It is intended for processing by drawing 

process when producing electrical conductors and additional welding 

material. Its chemical composition and technical characteristics are as 

prescribed by the international standards.

OUR PRODUCTS





Ingots are produced by Hertwich technology. They are intended for

further remelting and alloying in cast houses. The chemical composition is 

prescribed by international standards, as well as per customer’s request.

The pure aluminum is cast into blocks known as ingots, which can be 

worked, shaped or used as a raw material for making aluminum alloys. 

Aluminum ingots are the main raw material for producing aluminum prod-

ucts. It is a lightweight environment friendly metal with heat and electric 

conductivity, corrosion resisting, malleable and recycling features, which 

enable its wide use in various sectors such as; construction, electricity, 

packaging, transportation and consumption products.

INGOTS
OUR PRODUCTS





Aluminij Factory is strategically located with easy access to the European, Middle Eastern and Asian markets. 

With an assigned and direct railway system connecting the factory to the Port of Ploče, we have a global reach 

to all destinations. Based in Mostar, the factory has an easy access to four international airports in Banja Luka, 

arajevo, Mostar and Tu la, which includes daily ights to major European cities. Another advantage of the 

factory is a well-developed road system, connecting Mostar to any European destination.

Port of Ploče is located in the center of the Adriatic Sea cost, between Split and Dubrovnik, and is the main

strategic Croatian port. Its excellent access road infrastructure, road connections to the hinterland and all parts 

of the country and favorable strategic location at the junction of important industrial routes make Port of Ploče 

an inevitable junction for traffic in the Adriatic, Mediterranean and entral Europe. loče Port has designated 

terminals for bulk, container, liquid cargo, timber and livestock, among others and is connected by rail

lines to Sarajevo, Budapest, Prague and Bucharest, as well as a direct and designated rail line connecting the 

Port to Aluminij Factory.

STRATEGIC LOCATION





Croatia

Israel

Greece

Turkey

Serbia

Hungary

Poland

Austria

Russia

China

Italy

G L O B A L  R E A C H





Among the first ones in osnia and er egovina, Aluminij received its certification for uality Management ystem, complying with O  standards. At 

the end of  Aluminij implemented uality Management ystem M  in accordance with O . ince then, this system has been recertified 

twice. y the end of , Aluminiji implemented the efficient Environment Management ystem EM  in accordance with O .

As the holder of this certification Aluminij is obligated to environmental protection and is committed to constantly improve it. The company has invested 

tens of millions of euros in the environment protection programs and was the first EM  certified company in the er egovina- eretva anton and one of 

four EM  certified companies in osnia and er egovina. Aluminij has also been working on introducing the Occupation ealth and afety Assessment 

eries O A  .

ince the company has its own vineyards and wine cellar, business achievements are often celebrated with a toast of Aluminij's own excellent wine. The

er egovina region has always been famous for its exquisite wines and Aluminij, appreciating the region's excellent climate and soil conditions, planted its 

own vineyards which produce wines and grape brandy. Aluminij's vineyards, located within the Aluminij s Gardens, produce about ,  lt. of the

top-quality wine, ,  lt. of grape brandy and  lt. of apple and cherry brandy. Workers with special needs are engaged in the wine and brandy making 

process.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS





e ecting the work culture within Aluminij and the extensive use of cutting-edge technology, modern systems that provide a harmonious workspace and 

environmentally friendly production, the company is also committed to supporting artistic, cultural and theatre events within Mostar and across the region. 

romoting events that enrich the cultural experience for the community helps establish lasting connection to the community that re ects our values and 

benefits both individuals and the society. As part of this approach, Aluminij owns two cultural facilities dedicated to that purpose  the Aluminij Gallery and 

the Aluminij lub. oth enrich the cultural life of the city residents, while offering a special experience for visitors and allowing them to enjoy art and other 

events in unique surroundings. With access to masterpiece artwork and quality musical accompaniment, visitors are immersed in local culture in a way that 

many have never experienced before. The gallery in Mostar rivals those of aris, providing the community with valuable culture, merging traditional with 

the new to bring culture to a new generation.

Aluminij wholeheartedly contributes toward the educational and scientific institutions of the ity of Mostar, the region and of osnia and er egovina.

The benefits of Aluminij's community involvement are both social and economic. Aluminij involves institutions of higher education at the Mostar niversity 

and other universities throughout osnia and er egovina in its projects, thus encouraging the academic community to innovate and develop new ideas.

This involvement with education also helps motivate young people to build careers in science and technical engineering post university degrees. This 

approach has brought many success stories and the value of the company s contribution has been recogni ed through numerous awards.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY



 A L U M I N I J  E S T .  1 9 7 5
C L I C K  T O  W A T C H

https://aluminij.ba/aluminij-since-1975/
https://aluminij.ba/aluminij-since-1975/


ALUMINIJ
THE GIANT OF BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA





WWW.ALUMINIJ.BA

The information contained in this presentation is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or redistributed without 
the prior written consent of Aluminij Industries d.o.o. The opinions expressed are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing this presentation, Aluminij Industries d.o.o. 
directors make no representations and give no warranties of whatever nature in respect of this presentation. Aluminij Industries d.o.o., its subsidiaries, the directors and employees cannot 
be held liable for the misuse of the opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in this presentation. All rights reserved to Aluminij Industries d.o.o.

DISCLAIMER
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